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1.1 Introduction

The production of  this document is a fulfillment of one of the actions requested in the Landford 
Community Plan (2008-2013)1, which was for the production of a Village Design Statement (VDS)2.

The purpose of  a VDS is to address the subject of  design and the way new  development can be 
made to harmonise with the existing character of the local area.

To achieve this objective, this document provides a 
description of Landford and the surrounding countryside, 
the landscape setting, settlement pattern (including the 
network of roads and footpaths), its character and 
buildings. It contains a set of  design principles based on 
the distinctive local character of  the area. In particular the 
VDS helps to manage change and demonstrate how  new 
and locally distinctive design can add to the visual quality 
of the village.

This document has been developed, researched, written and edited by local people; is 
representative of the views of the village as a whole; has involved a wide section of the village 
community in its production; describes the visual character of the village; and demonstrates how 
local character and distinctiveness can be protected and enhanced in new development.  
 
During the creation of this document, the Committee worked in partnership with the New  Forest 
National Park Authority and Wiltshire Council as the planning authorities for this parish. This 
Statement is compatible with the statutory planning system and has been designed as a 
Supplementary Planning Document for the parish of Landford.

1.2 The Consultation Process

The Landford Community Plan was published and issued to every household in December 2008. 
As part of  the consultation process to produce that Plan, questionnaires were circulated to the 460 
households in the parish, and over 80% of households responded with one or more replies. To the 
question “What changes to Landford would you like to see?” there were many replies both for and 
against particular things, but many of the replies could best be summed up by “Keep the rural 
character of the village”.

The replies to other relevant questions were as follows;
· Is the New Forest important to you?            Yes 508; No   18 
· Only traditional style new houses should be permitted                      Yes 347; No 146
· Should there be a Building Register for those buildings not already

listed, but worthy of note for historical reasons or local character?               Yes 374; No 119

· Would you like a Village Design Statement prepared for Landford?        Yes 438; No   56
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1 See Reference 9.1

2 See Reference 9.2
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Having a local mandate to proceed with a VDS, a public meeting was held in March 2009 to 
explain the purpose and procedures involved, and people were invited to join a Committee. Twelve 
volunteers were recruited representing a geographical selection from across the parish.

In June 2009 the Group had a stall at the Landford Summer Fair where they displayed information 
already gathered regarding the settlement, and the public were asked their views on a series of 
questions to determine what they liked or disliked about the local built environment. With these 
views in mind and following research by members of the Group, a Draft VDS was produced in 
conjunction with the officers from the New  Forest National Park Authority. It was used as a 
discussion document at a public meeting in February 2010 and also posted on a website. Every 
household received an invitation leaflet to the public meeting, which included the website address 
should they wish to view the document online.

Throughout this process, articles have been printed in the local community magazine (Horizon) to 
keep local people informed on progress to date.

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING. Where the terms  GOALS and GUIDELINES are used in this 
document, the following definitions apply.

GOALS express a desired objective, important to the village, but not necessarily subject to the 
planning process. 

GUIDELINES express specific design criteria which should help the people producing planning 
proposals for development. They will also influence planning decisions made by the local planning 
authority
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